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Computer program 
fails to produce
By Mark Downey
Kalmin Reporter
UM's computer accounting pro­
gram, CUFS, continues to provide 
everything but the detailed and timely 
financial Information for which It was 
purchased.
“ It's a nightmare," Wilma Spence, 
administrative officer for the School 
of Forestry, said.
Even if the program was providing 
timely information, most of the people 
on campus who should be able to 
enter financial information on CUFS 
haven't been trained to do so.
No secretaries in the Department of 
English have been trained to use 
CUFS.
Staff in the School of Forestry 
haven't been trained to use the sys-
That is a sentiment 
widely shared by fac­
ulty and staff who 
have used CUFS.
CUFS stands for 
College and Univer­
sity Financial System. 
In Ju ly  1987 the 
$313,500 software 
program replaced 
SBAS, UM's old com­
puter accounting pro­
gram.
CUFS was bought 
because the old pro­
gram wasn't providing 
timely information, 
Sylvia Welsenburger, 
acting vice president 
for fiscal affairs, said.
tern either, Spence 
said.
Becky Hofstad, a 
secretary In the De­
pa rtm ent of Eco­
nomics, said “ I don't 
use CUFS.. I don’t 
have time to wait for 
CUFS. I don't know 
that It is reliable.” 
Unrealistic planning 
and Insufficient 
money are the causes 
of CUFS’ problems, 
Welsenburger said.
Am ong o th e rs , 
Welsenburger, Kay 
Cotton, former con-
SYLVIA WEISENBURQER Roller and now direc­
tor of auxiliary ser-
UM geology Professor Johnnie 
Moore's story typifies problems with 
the program.
Last Spring, Moore had a $20,000 
grant to do work for the Water Re­
search Center In Bozeman. Since 
May, he has spent 70 to 75 percent 
of his grant money, he said, but his 
September financial statement from 
CUFS showed that he had spent al­
most none of the grant.
Asked why he doesn't keep an 
extra set of books to keep track of 
his account, as does almost every 
departmental secretary on campus, 
Moore said “ I refuse to do that. I’m 
not an accountant. I'm a scientist."
vices, the Computer Center and the 
administration brought CUFS to UM.
After the momentum to buy CUFS, 
Welsenburger said they discovered 
they didn’t have as much money as 
they had planned. Installation and 
training services that would have 
been purchased with the program 
were partly scrapped but CUFS was 
bought anyway, she said.
“We have a staff here that was 
overly optimistic perhaps In terms of 
what they could do,” she said. “And 
sometimes we bite off more than we 
can chew and we didn't know how 
big the bite was going to be.”
See ‘CUFS,’ page 16.
Staff photo by Joff Downing
GYPSY, A transient, has become a regular feature on the footbridge 
on the north end of campus. He can usually be seen sitting on the 
bridge while drawing, as he was Thursday.
Patriotism stirs interest for ROTC
By Laura Olson
Kaimln Reporter
Ronald Reagan and America's 
new patriotism have sparked an 
Increase In military science stu­
dents at UM, associate professor 
Major James Hesse said Thurs­
day at an M—16 training session.
The training session was of­
fered to all military science stu­
dents Interested in learning how 
to use the M-16 rifle, Hesse said, 
and learning more about the 
ROTC (Reserve Officer Training 
Corps) program.
The main purpose of the train­
er, Hesse said, was to recruit 
freshman and sophomore stu­
dents taking 100 and 200 level 
military science classes Into the 
upper-level program.
However, Hesse added, exces­
sive recruitment efforts are not 
necessary at UM.
“The UM program is one of the 
strongest in the country for the 
size of the school," he said.
Hesse said there are about 300 
students in the ROTC program, 
which has grown in the past two 
years.
The fair number of scholarships 
offered to military science stu­
dents is one incentive for Joining 
the program, Hesse said.
Currently 24 UM students are 
receiving military scholarships, 
which include paid tuition fees, 
$100 a month, and $390 a year 
for books.
However, Hesse said, the schol­
arship benefits are only a small
reason for the growing success of 
UM's military science program.
President Reagan has also 
boosted ROTC participation 
across the country, Hesse said, 
because of his patriotism and re­
spect for the military.
“He recognized the military as a 
profession," Hesse said.
During the 1960s, ROTC mem­
bership declined, Hesse said, and 
since then has slowly stabilized 
and is growing at many colleges 
and universities.
People have more respect for 
the military now, Hesse said, add­
ing that he remembers being a 
ROTC member during the 1960s 
when ROTC bu ild ings were 
burned at college campuses 
around the country.
Bottle show set
A 30-minute UM student documentary on 
the bottle bill will be televised Sunday 
morning in four Montana cities.
The film, titled "The Bottle Bill: Nuisance 
or Necessity,” Is a production of the Stu­
dent Documentary Unit of UM.
The program, produced by 11 journalism 
students, will be broadcast at 9 a.m. by the 
Montana Television Network which includes: 
KPAX in Missoula, KXLF In Butte, KTVQ In 
Billings and KRTV In Great Falls. The pro­
gram will pre-empt "Face the State.”
The students Interviewed environmental­
ists, bottlers, grocers, distributors, recyclers 
and the Montana Public Interest Research 
Group, the major sponsor of the bill, to 
gather Information for their report.
• In the past two years, the UM documen­
tary unit has won two awards from the 
Montana Broadcasters’ Association for the 
best non-commercial program In the state.
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‘Right-wing’ ad campaign misses point
The UM social work department Innocently 
entered local politics yesterday when It was 
accused of being a "left-wing, anti-feminist” group 
supported by Ann Mary Dussault, Missoula County 
Commissioner.
Dussault is running for re-election and the 
accusation appeared in an advertisement in the 
Missoulian urging voters to oust her.
Also accused in the ad, bought by Mlssoulians 
for Public Awareness, were: the Blue Mountain 
Women’s Clinic, Montana Lesbian Coalition, 
National Organization for Women, Women’s 
Opportunity and Resource Development, Women’s 
Place and the Montana Committee for the 
Humanities.
Calling these groups "anti-feminist” Is ridiculous, 
but trying to use them as an excuse to oust
Dussault is even more ridiculous.
What have these groups and Dussault done to 
anger the Mlssoulians for Public Awareness? They 
participated In the “Feminism In the 90s” 
conference held at UM last spring. Granted, the 
conference had some controversial workshops such 
as "Lesbians and the Law” and “Snake Power: 
Motherpeace Tarot and Female Shamanism,” both 
mentioned in the ad, but it also had some 
mainstream workshops. Among those were 
“Unlearning Racism,” "Women’s Studies In the 90s" 
and "Ending Violence Against Women.”
So these groups, as well as Dussault, are 
considered bad because they are concerned about 
women's Issues, which, according to Mlssoulians 
for Public Awareness, “undermines the family and 
weakens the moral fiber of our community.”
For instance, the Blue Mountain Women’s Clinic 
provides vaccines at cost for children and tries to 
educate the public about sexually transmitted 
diseases. And Women’s Opportunity and Resource 
Development, Inc. helps train unemployed women 
so they can find jobs and It also helps women 
learn how to start their own businesses.
Our social work department Is required by its 
accreditation council to teach about women’s issues 
as well as train its students for fields dealing in 
areas such as youth welfare, aging, chemical 
dependency and youth court — to name a few.
If Ann Mary Dussault is for less unemployment, 
fewer sick children, slowing the transmission of 
sexual diseases and adding small businesses to 
Missoula, she’s o.k. with us.
Dave Kirkpatrick
Editorials need balance
With the upcoming election only a few 
days away I thought that maybe I should 
try and offer some balance to the one­
sided, pro-Democrat editorials and columns 
that the Kaimin has printed so far this 
year.
The majority of the staff at the Kaimin 
are democrats but it seems rather odd that 
I should be the one to write a pro- 
Republlcan column. For those of you who 
don’t know already — I’m a Canadian and 
It might be more proper for me to mind 
my own business and quietly enjoy my 
stay In the United States. But if Canadians 
like Lome Green, Peter Jennings and 
William Shatner can give Americans their 
heritage, their news and their future then I 
guess it's okay for me to state an opinion 
about the 1988 election.
Canadians have a unique interest in 
American politics due to our closely related 
economies. Furthermore, since the advent 
of cable TV, Canadians grow up being able 
to follow two federal governments that are 
governing what I would call parallel 
societies. Remember, Montanans probably 
have more In common with Albertans than 
either of the two have in common with the 
populous of the eastern seaboard.
There are some things about Canada 
that has shaped my opinion of government 
over the years that you should know. 
Canada’s population is somewhere around 
27 million with these people spread so far 
apart from each other that It has made 
sense over the years for Canada’s various 
levels of government to help out Infant 
Industries that did not have the population 
base to be viable operations on their own. 
The result has been that Canada is a 
classic example of a socialized democracy.
At present Canada is about $300 billion 
in debt, which Is a higher debt per capita 
ratio than that of the United States. 
Considering that Canada spends less per 
capita on national defense than any other 
NATO nation, our national debt situation 
means that Canadians are used to and in 
fact, expect the government to help out 
whenever asked.
Thus it is easy to see why l lean towards 
the conservative viewpoint of believing in 
less government involvement where people
Column by 
Mike Frost
are forced to find their own solutions to 
their problems. It’s quite possible that a 
new direction is needed but I certainly 
don’t think that the new direction is one 
that starts with liberal thinking and follows 
the path towards further government 
involvement in people’s lives. Big 
government simply costs too much.
The present tendency for society to ask 
governments to protect people from 
themselves takes common sense out of the 
picture. The consequence is that people 
don't think for themselves and we end up 
having a self-propagating system of more 
government control and the cost of running 
a government continues to escalate.
Canadians enjoy the unique oportunity of 
being able to closely follow the events that 
occur in the U.S. by watching the major 
American television networks. Because of 
the path that Canada has taken over the 
years, where the government has had It's 
sticky fingers in everybody's back pocket, 
it would be sad to see this happen in the 
United States.. That’s why I have a 
philosophical leaning towards conservative 
thinking.
Maybe the cable companies should offer 
a Canadian channel such as Peter 
Jennings’ old home, the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC). They're a 
very liberal television network but very 
good at what they do. Americans would 
have the opportunity to see how their 
neighbor next door is tackling the same 
problems that are occurrng in the United 
States and maybe the results of Canada's 
continued socialist-leaning policies would 
shed a little light on the basic 
misconception of liberal thinking—big 
government can't do things as efficiently as 
people operating on self-derived 
motivations can.
Mike Frost Is a senior In geology
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AoUM notes dwindling film series attendance
By Philip C. Johnson
K si min Reporter
The day may have come 
and gone for film popularity 
on the UM cam pus, the 
ASUM Programming Director 
said.
Sharon Spray-Warden said, 
"films used to be big” on col­
lege campuses but the low 
cost of renting movies and 
video recorders has made it 
hard for programming to 
compete.”
“If we spend student money, 
we have to touch student in­
terests,” she said adding that 
the film series is “not the best 
way to spend student money.” 
Programming will make a 
decision next week whether to 
confine the film series, Spray- 
Warden said.
A few weeks ago ASUM 
presented an Alfred Hitchcock 
film series and needed about 
250 people per show to break 
even. Only 70-90 people at­
tended each show. The cost 
was $1.
However, ASUM will not 
stop showing films altogether, 
she said.
Spray-Warden suggested 
coordinating films with the 
ASUM Lecture Series and 
showing a small number of 
films Spring and Winter quar 
ters.
ASUM focuses on smaller bands
By John MacDonald
KaJmin Reporter
ASUM Programming can be fiscally re- 
ponsible and still provide quality student 
entertainment, Programming Director 
Sharon Spray-Warden said Thursday.
Spray-Warden met recently with the 
ASUM Senate and Informed them that 
programming’s focus would be more on at­
tracting smaller, less expensive bands than 
the larger groups that have high produc­
tion costs and performers' fees.
Spray-Warden said Thursday that one of 
the main problems of past programmming 
administrations is that they strived too hard 
to attract big-name rock groups that the 
university could not afford.
"We don’t have to book an artist who 
commands a huge artist fee,” she said. 
"That’s an easy trap to fall Into.”
If one thing became apparent last year, 
Spray-Warden said, it is that there is no
single musical group requiring use of the 
Adams Fieldhouse that can attract enough 
students for the programming department 
to even break even.
Last year, the programming department 
lost $42,294 on concerts.
Spray-Warden said she hopes to get 
bands that don’t have huge production 
costs or performers’ fees and have them 
play in smaller, less expensive surround­
ings, such as the UC Ballroom.
The main concern of the programming 
department is to control overhead costs, 
Spray-Warden said. If programming can 
reduce the cost of holding concerts, the 
money saved can be put toward more con­
certs. “There are a lot of things we can do 
to save money,” she said.
Spray-Warden said she Is considering 
scratching the film series since the attend­
ance is less than what she had expected.
Next quarter ASUM is host­
ing a Sovlet-American confer­
ence and Spray-Warden Is 
considering showing films 
portraying life in the Soviet 
Union in conjunction with the 
lecture series.
Spray-Warden is also con­
sidering booking comedians 
at UM In hopes of attracting 
more students.
The low attendance at mov­
ies doesn't warrant the expen­
se, she said.
For example, the movie Pla­
toon would cost ASUM $500 -
$600 to show, plus advertis­
ing, production, labor and 
clean-up expenses, she said.
Last fall the film series lost 
$3,951.40 and an additional 
$9,042.57 during winter and 
spring quarters, she said.
“About 10 percent” of cus-
“ If we spend 
student 
money ,  we 
have  to 
touch  s t u ­
dent inter­
e s t s . ”  
Sharon 
Spray-War­
den
tomers at the Plck-A-Flick 
video rental center are UM 
students according to employ­
ee Beth Fors.
The manager of National 
Video, Steve Jarvis, said he 
thinks UM students make up 
more than 35 percent of his 
customers.
Brandon Harvey, a student 
at UM and employee of the 
Play It Again Sam video store 
said most of the store's UM 
customers are non-traditional 
students and professors.
ASUM can’t compete with 
the low cost of video rentals 
and "we’ve lost the audience,” 
Spray-Warden said.
H o w  t o  g e t  f r e e  p a r k i n g  a t  
t h e  G r i z z l y /B o b c a t  g a m e .  . *
Saturday, Nov. 5. 
1988
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A ll Athletic 
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redeemed with 
purchase of 
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Copper Commons 
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R ibs and B urritos  
ju s t $ 2 .9 5
Kai •min (ki-min) n. l.good 
reading 2. full of information 
3. free to students 4. newsy 
5. educational
reds^hildren. Kevin. 10. and Kostin. a  attend Parson School His wile. Carol, is a faculty member at the University of Montana.
Commitment to Education
"Our family's hopes and needs are much like many o f yours. 
We want our children to get good educations in Missoula's 
public schools. One of the main reasons we live in Missoula 
is because the University is a tremendous asset unmatched 
in any Montana city. My votes in the legislature will always 
reflect a long-term commitment to maintain and improve 
the quality of education in our state”
Strong, 
caring 
leadership.
Re-elect Senator Fred
VanVajkenburg
A ulhonad a P»d tor by the V to VMMnburg to , Senate C om m ute. S and,. McLean. Treasure, 500 Benton. M.ssoUa MT 5980,
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Letters of more than 300 
words and letters not typed 
and double spaced probably 
won’t be published. Letters 
that don’t Include a signa­
ture, valid mailing address, 
telephone number and stu­
dent's year and major will 
not be published.
A letter should be on a 
subject of university Interest 
and should state an opinion.
Isern responds
EDITOR:
ASUM’s position on the 
issue of anonymity must be 
clarified. Unfortunately, the 
facts have been distorted and 
confusion is widespread. Re­
becca Burton’s letter on Wed­
nesday, Nov. 2, demonstrates 
this confusion.
The philosophy of ASUM Is 
based on providing a service 
for students. I derive no 
pleasure whatsoever from 
fo rc in g  g ro up s  to Jump 
through hoops. In order to 
protect the right of student 
groups to hold meetings on 
campus, however, some poli­
cies must be enforced. After 
receiving ASUM-recognlzed 
status, a group may reserve
rooms on campus at no cost. 
The process of becoming 
ASUM-recognlzed is relatively 
simple and painless, and the 
staff will always clarify any 
part of the process.
Now, I'll address the ano­
nymity Issue. NO ONE in 
ASUM will know the identity 
of members of anonymous 
groups. Three groups have 
expressed Interest in being 
anonymous. That is fine — I 
understand the reasoning be­
hind the requests. The faculty 
advisor for the groups will 
verify that the members are 
indeed students. ASUM will 
accept the word of the faculty 
advisor, and the members will 
remain anonymous as far as 
ASUM is concerned. The 
charge that I want to embar­
rass or harass members of 
these groups is ridiculous. I 
would never be so brash, ar­
rogant or Insensitive) These 
groups will provide a neces­
sary support for a significant 
number of students, and I ap­
plaud the e ffo rts  of the 
groups' organizers.
If any further confusion ex-, 
ists concerning ASUM's policy 
on group registration or ano­
nymity, please ask me for a
clarification. Hurling Insults 
and making bold charges 
merely augments the confu­
sion.
Jennifer Isern 
ASUM president
Flightner why?
EDITOR:
I was appalled to read In 
Friday’s (Oct. 28, 1988) Kai- 
mln that Acting Dean Flight­
ner has refused to fill vacant 
positions in Religious Studies, 
but says he Isn’t eliminating 
the department. WRONG-, Dr. 
Hart says he Is leaving next 
year and says Dr. Brown will 
be retiring soon. Dr. Flanagan 
is on extended leave without 
pay as Distinguished Visiting 
Profesor at Case Western Re­
serve University. Dr. Seeley 
and Professor Thornton are 
not planning to return next 
year. That leaves Dr. Dietrich.
Refusing to fund these posi­
tions means the Functional 
elimination of the department.
Flightner says he is moving 
Religious Studies to the Liber- 
'al Arts building "because of 
tight funding . . . one secre­
tary can serve both depart­
ments.” WRONG-, in the first 
place Philosophy has two 
secretaries who already serve 
Philosophy, the Humanities, 
African-American Studies and 
Liberal Arts. In the second 
place Flightner promised Ms. 
Smith (current Religious Stud­
ies secretary), that she will 
s till have a job after the 
move. How is this saving 
money?
Flightner says "This Is an 
opportunity to conserve re­
sources without a large im­
pact on students.” WRONG-, 
on two cou n ts , f ir s t  Dr. 
Dietrich can’t possibly teach 
World Religions, Religious 
Philosophy, Western Religious 
Traditions, the Old Testament 
and the New Testament to 
some 524 students. Secondly 
Dr. Hart assured me quality 
professors are available to fill 
all the vacant positions at the 
junior level, and the depart­
ment could still return some 
$65,000 to the university for 
reassignment. What other de­
partment can be kept intact, 
with academic integrity, and 
do the same?
Dr. Habbe, provost and vice 
president for fiscal affairs, 
says “ It is important to keep
THANKS MISSOULA
I have lived and worked in Missoula for over 37 years This 
com m unity has been good to Mora and me and our family.
I decided to run for the State Senate because I am  con­
cerned about Missoula’s young people being forced to move 
out of state to find jobs: about the never ending budget and 
program cuts at our University: and about the general lack 
of direction and hope for the future of our state.
Missoula has been good to me. As your State Senator I 
promise to work for a better Missoula and Montana.
VOTE FOR
T O M _____
PAYNE
STATE SENATE • DISTRICT 30
“WORKING FOR  ”
I’altl lor In h ivnr Ibr Slate Si-nmur. Arlliur K Anderson. 'IVoiisnrer. 12H     Missoula. NIT 5HH01
that major, but how many fac­
ulty can we justify?” Dr. Hart 
already proposed “ how” we 
could justify filling all vacant 
positions.
Why Is Flightner refusing to 
fill vacant positions In the Re­
ligious Studies Department 
and calling for this move to 
Liberal Arts?
Tim Greseth 
psychology, pre-med
Vote for Fred
Editor:
As members of the Appro­
priations Subcommittee on 
Education, we are concerned 
about how the outcome of 
various legislative races will 
impact the education funding 
decisions in the next session 
of the Legislature. During pre­
vious sessions, as the fiscal 
situation in Montana deterio­
rated, many legislators ap­
proached near panic as they 
considered budget issues. 
However, working with legisla­
tive leaders such as Senate 
President Bill Norman and 
Senate Floor Leader Fred Van 
Valkenburg, we were able to 
withstand major, serious at­
tacks on education budgets, 
including those for the univer­
sity system.
In the next legislative ses­
sion, we face the task of 
meeting the university sys­
tem’s needs, of which the 
University of Montana is a 
major integral part. Among 
those needs are faculty sala­
ries, library supplies, mainte­
nance and operations. Lead­
ership will be critical in our 
struggle to meet that task and 
Sen. Van Valkenburg has 
demonstrated the qualities of 
leadership necessary. We 
have good working relation­
ships with Sen. Van Valken­
burg and want to make it 
clear his re-election is crucial 
to our ability to build the uni­
versity system budgets.
Sen. Van Valkenburg has 
demonstrated tremendous 
ability to work with not only 
the disparate elements of the 
Democratic caucus, but also 
ail members of the Senate. 
His leadership is widely re­
spected and admired through­
out the Legislature. Missoula, 
the University of Montana and 
Montana will be well served 
by his re-election.
Sen. Judy Jacobson 
Butte, Mt.
Sen. Greg Jergenson 
Chinook, Mt.
Montana
K aim in
Elimination
Editor:
Now, It Is finally public: act­
ing Dean James Flightner will 
not fill vacancies In religious 
studies(RS) and will “move” 
RS to the philosophy depart­
ment in liberal arts. The result 
is the de facto elimination of 
the religious studies depart­
ment. And still, we are as­
sured, no one will lose his 
job, courses will continue to 
be taught, and the program 
will be maintained.
How? How, If there are no 
faculty? As a visiting instruc­
tor In RS, 1 do not qualify as 
"one who will not lose his 
job.” Nonetheless, I am not 
being hired next year and 
neither Is a replacement. I 
can tell you right now that, if 
the acting dean's proposals 
go through, the courses I 
teach will never again be 
taught at this university: Bud­
dhism, Religions of Japan, 
Religions of China, Ethics in 
Japanese Society, Status of 
Women in Asia, Myth and Rit­
ual In Japanese Society, Jap­
anese Intellectual History, and 
Japanese Tragedy. These 
courses are variously cross- 
referenced with philosophy, 
sociology, and drama. Similar­
ity, they fulfill ethics, humani­
ties, and Asian studies re­
quirements.
Is it reasonable to anticipate 
that faculty In other depart­
ments, already decimated and 
over-worked, will take up the 
slack and offer these or simi­
lar courses? Or will those de­
partments have to hire extra 
faculty, In which case no 
money is saved and the entire 
exercise Is questionable?
The policy not to hire fac­
ulty for the religious studies 
department will impact the 
500 and more non-major stu­
dents the department serves 
each quarter. No faculty, no 
courses. No courses, no 
credits required for gradua­
tion. In other words, students 
will have to wait in line to get 
in to  e th ics  and w r it in g  
courses required for gradua­
tion . Consider what that 
means when the problem is 
compounded by the transition 
to a semester system. Gradu­
ation could be delayed by a 
semester or more.
The acting dean's plans for 
religious studies will place un- 
supportable burdens on other 
departments, on students with 
graduation credits to earn, 
and on the 19 majors with 
whom the university has spe­
cifically contracted to provide 
courses in religious studies — 
not substitute courses In phi­
losophy, sociology or anthro­
pology or courses in religious 
studies taught by faculty 
trained in other disciplines. In 
addition, the Asian studies 
program will be seriously 
damaged: over 15 percent of 
the courses (excluding lan­
guage classes) will be af­
fected.
There are no logical rea­
sons for what is happening to 
religious studies — either fi­
nancial or academic. Religious 
studies has a high number of
students taking courses to ful­
fill graduation requirements 
and there is a very high de­
mand for courses offered — 
class sizes are 35 and over, 
60 and over, 100 and over. 
And what other department 
could fully fund 5 full-time 
faculty and still return half Its 
budget for vacant lines to the 
university? Why, then, is RS 
being asked to take a 60 per­
cent cut in its faculty and a 
100 percent cut in staff?
The results of such a policy 
can only lower morale among 
students and faculty, lose stu­
dents to other Northwest uni­
versities with more — and 
more comprehensive — pro­
grams (especially those out- 
of-state students making up 
20 percent of the student 
body), and diminish irretriev­
ably the standing and reputa­
tion of the university as an 
academic institution.
The depa rtm en t is, of 
course, mounting a defense. 
Contact RS at 6292 for more 
information on how the loss
of religious studies will affect 
you.
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studies
CUP & SAVE
KYI-YO
MEETING
MONDAY, NOV._7\
4:00 p.m.
U.C.,
MONTANA ROOMS
This Week At Campus Rec. 
Nov. 4 — Nov. 10
Fri. Nov. 4- 
Sun. Nov. ( 
Mon. Nov.
Tuot. Nov.
Wed Nov.
All desses hi 
6:50-7:50 a.ir 
12:10-12:55 | 
4:15-5:15 p.rr 
5:15-6:15 p.m
INTRAMURALS
-4-5 Co Roc Football Championship Clovarbowl 
— 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Indoor Soccer McGill 
- 4 - 5  p.m. Man's Football Playoffs Clovarbowl & Rivorbowl 
8-10 p.m. Pick up Indoor Soccer McGill 
— 6:30-9 p.m. 3 on 3 Basketball Schraibar 
7-10 p.m. Volleyball McGill & Rac Annex 
- 4 - 5  p.m. Men's Football Quarter-Finals 
Clovarbowl & Rivorbowl 
7-10 p.m. Volleyball Rac Annex 
0— 4 p.m. Turkey Race at UM Golf Course at 
2 mile cross-country run.
4 p.m. Men's Football Semi finals Clovarbowl
5 p.m. Entry deadline for Men's & Women's Racquetball 
Tournament (begins Nov. 14)
8:30-9 p.m. 3 on 3 Basketball Schraibar 
7-10 om Vnlleyball McGill & Rec Aaaox
Aerobics
Id in Rec Annex (117 B/C)
M. T. W. Th Rec Annex
m. M. T. W. Th Rec Annex
M. T. W. Th. F Rec Annex 
M. T. W, Th. F Rec Annex
Outdoor Program
Fri. Nov. 4: Stood Torgkoo ik i nip rogiitrotion (till opoo 
Sat Nov. S: Romindor to wroor Uozo orange in tfco 
keck country
Son. Nov. t: Open Kayaking. Grizzly Pool 7-1 p.ai.
Toot. Nov. ( : VOTE than attend Baaic kayaking a eocond 
totrioo. Gruriy Pool 1-10 p.m 
Tkan. Nov. 10: Book Kayaking tacoad totaion.
Grizzly Pool 8-10 p.m.
Qrlz Pool
Tuesday. Nov. 8. Election Day 
Limited Pool Hours:
Fitness Lap Swims: 6:30-9:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
5:00-6:00 p.m.
V
 Friday. Nov. 11, Veterans Day
Limited Pool Hours:
Fitness Lap Swims: 6:30-9:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
5:00-6:00 p.m.
Public Rec Swims: 7:00-8:30 p.m.
Register now for morning or evening Water Aerobics. Fee will 
be pro-rated due to Late Registration.
For further pool information, call 243-2763. Starting on Nov.
14th, the 6:30-9:00 a m. Fitness Lap Swim will be changed to 
7-9 a m. Due to High School
Schrelber Gym Recreation Annex
fri »— 7 a m t*  pm Loci.,. I b n ,  track F,t * "  «— H * nm > pm
11 30 1 p.m Opee Gr» S,t Nov ,0 *-*--12:30 pm Closing fv tr  B t k i i  t
le i  Me* 5. Sm N«v S— 12 ~t i- 1 p m a1  Facifctmi * *  Nev 8 10 s M»-
Mem N«v 7 Tkara. Htr IS— 11:20-1 p m Op*' Gym Moa 7 T W  10— 8:30 a m 10 *m
7 * • 1 0  P ■ S— *— Track, lacker*
Outdoor Rental* (Recreation Annex)
Fri Nov 4 - 1 2  m M  pa 
Sol Nov S— 11 am 17 30 pm
Maa Nov 7-Tkars No* 10— 12 i ►I ML
Busters
Free Delivery Guaranteed 
30 Minuteo
Our drivers carry less than S2000 
Limited delivery area.
€>1987 Domino’s Pizza. Inc
\ \
\>s'-
721-7610 543-8222
South at Higgins Eastgate
$7.49
Large 1-item Pizza 
and 2 cokes
Good November 
only
Buy a classified ad
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TWO UNIVERSITY students
stroke a few chords in the U.C. yesterday. Stever 
Murray (left) and Brian Hall (right) played songs 
ranging from Frank Zappa to the Beach Boys.
Staff photo by Jaff Qarrtah
Bush wins mock election
Stephens wins Governor’s race
By Amy Cabe
Kalmln Reporter
Kindergarten through grade 
12 Montana students elected 
Republican candidate George 
Bush president by a landslide 
in a mock election Thursday, 
Jean Luckowski, state coor­
dinator for the national Mock 
Student Election program re­
ported.
The students cast 12,640 
votes for the vice president 
compared with only 6,630 for 
Democratic candidate Michael 
Dukakis. The New Alliance 
candidate Lenora Fulani gar­
nered 167 votes while Liber­
tarian candidate Ron Paul had 
172 and Jesse Jackson re­
ceived 10 write-in votes.
The national mock election 
among students nationwide, is 
designed to decrease voter 
apathy and get students used 
to the voting process.
Participating schools cast 
votes for the presidency, the 
congressional races and the 
state governor’s race. The 
students also voted on five 
national issues like U.S. sup­
port for the Nicaraguan Con­
tras and new government pro­
grams for helping the home­
less.
Republican gubernatorial 
candidate Stan Stephens beat 
out the form er governor, 
Democrat Tom Judge with 
9,970 votes compared to 
Judge's 7,027.
The students went Republi­
can again in the Senate race 
and eastern district Congres­
sional race. With 9,157 votes, 
Conrad Burns edged by Dem­
ocratic incumbent John Mel- 
cher, who had 8,356 votes, to 
become the state’s new sena­
tor. Republican Incumbent 
Rep. Ron Marlenee received 
3,885 votes w h ile  Buck 
O’Brien received 2,819 votes.
The lone Democratic winner 
was incumbent Pat Williams 
who regained his western dis­
trict congressional seat with 
6,973 votes compared to Re­
publican candidate Jim Fenla- 
son, who earned 3,334 votes.
Luckowski, an assistant UM 
professor, said students help­
ing her take calls from partici­
pating schools had "a flurry 
of calls” up until the 6 p.m. 
deadline, so totals for the na­
tional issues were not avail­
able at press time. She noted, 
however, that participants 
were primarily middle school 
and senior high students, and 
there was a poor response 
from urban schools.
One participating Missoula 
school, Meadow Hill, which 
comprises grades six through 
eight, got “carried away” with 
the process, Marilyn Ryan, a 
social studies teacher said.
Trying to simulate the elec­
tion process as closely as 
possible, Ryan gave each of 
the six eighth grade classes
an election duty:
•  One class was in charge 
of voter registration, held Oct. 
24 through 31.
•  The second class simu­
lated a presidential debate 
with five students on each 
team, which was attended by 
the entire school.
•  The third class separated 
into Democratic and Republi­
can parties and organized 
campaign literature.
•  The fourth wrote fact 
sheets on the gubernatorial 
and presidential candidates
•  The fifth held a guberna­
torial debate.
•  The sixth group served as 
election judges who monitor­
ed the process.
Ryan said a trio of poll 
watchers called the sheriff for 
advice after a teacher kept in­
terrupting the polling process 
by passing out campaign liter­
ature at the polls. Students 
discovered the teacher’s ac­
tions were a misdemeanor 
crime, which could lead to a 
$500 fine.
They subpoenaed the teach­
er, and he must later explain 
his actions to a student judge.
The national program is 
sponsored by C-SPAN, Home 
Box Office (HBO) and Time 
magazine.
U of M SKI CLUB
*  — presents—
November 8 &  9 
7 :3 0  p .m .
Underground Lecture Hall
$3.00 Students/I.D. 
$4.00 Non-Students
A  GREG STUMP PRODUCTION
SURGEON GEN ERAL’S W ARN IN G:
EXTREM E SKIING M A Y  BE H A R ZA R D O U S TO  Y O U R  HEALTH
Its tim e 
to think  
Christmas 
Cards!
P; y
26 Shopping Days \
TiU Christmas Break! '
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Local pianist invited to world contest
By Eric Johnson
Keimin Reporter
This past summer, 
when the Bob Pack- 
wood Trio was play­
ing Wednesday nights 
over at the Northern 
Pacific Brewery Pub, 
jazz affeclanados 
knew something was 
up.
Packwood's broad 
musical range, his 
impeccable style, and 
the sheer beauty of 
his playing had peo­
ple shaking th e ir  
heads in disbelief.
What those people 
suspected at the time 
has Just been con­
firmed: Bob Pack- 
wood may be one of 
the best young jazz 
pianists in the world.
Packwood got a let­
ter Monday congratu­
lating him for being 
selected as a semi­
finalist In the Thelon- 
ious Monk In te rna tiona l 
Jazz Plano Competion, to be 
held at the Smithsonian 
Institution in Washington, D.C. 
He is one of 23 pianists 
from around the world in­
vited to the com petition, 
which is the biggest of its
The National Theatre o f the Deaf presents
King of Hearts
see. There are 
some really great 
players out there.”
One of the inten­
tions of the Monk 
C om petition is to 
allow players like 
Packwood to continue 
their piano studies. 
First prize in the con­
test is $10,000, sec­
ond prize Is $5,000, 
and third prize is $3, 
000, with half of the 
prize money being 
applied to further 
studies.
Packwood says he 
is going to spend the 
next month in New 
York, and if he wins 
a prize at the com­
petition he'll extend 
that visit. He says 
he'd like to get a loft, 
rent a piano, and tour 
the jazz scene, play­
ing with whoever he 
can.
kind anywhere. Last year’s the face of the music with Packwood brushes o ff “ I’d like to play with people 
w inner was Marcus Rob- his innovative style in the any suggestion that he has who are so much better than 
erts of the Wynton M ar- 1940s and 50s. reached some great peak, me I’ve got to chase after
sails Quartet. Packwood said Monk is "I know I’ve got some po- them to keep up,” he says.
The con test is named one of his personal heroes tentiai,”  he says, “ but I’m Missoulians can get a taste 
The on ious Sphere and hes honored to have 32 years old. If I can hook of Packwood’s talent when he 
Monk, a jazz pianist and been invited to the com- up with the right teachers, plays with his trio  at the 
com poser who changed petition. maybe in 10 years, we’H Northern Pacific Wednesday,
Nov. 9.
AMY MACFADDEN, a psychology student, dances to the music of 
Bob Packwood In the dance studio of the UM Performing Arts Building.
Staff photo by Chosa Sullivan
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University Theatre
Tickets availab le a t the 
UC Box Office
A PEIRRE CARDIN CARRY-ALL FOR YOU 
A Topp Travel Exclusive!!
This bag, valued at $26.(jO, is yours free when you make your reserva­
tion on Delta, Northwest or Continental and purchase your ticket with 
cash or credit card between now and Dec. 31. Restrictions: All tickets 
must have a value of at least $200 and must be purchased by cash or 
credit card.
Albuquerque.
■ROUNDTI
»228
RIP AIR FARE 
Las Vegas...... ...$268 Phoenix......... 8268
Atlanta......... 8338 Minneapolis.... ...8298 Portland......... »212
Baltimore..... S338 Nashville........ ...s338 Reno............. 8278
Denver........ 8166 New Orleans.... s298 Sqn Diego..... 8278
Houston...... 8274 Orlando.......... ...s368 St. Louis......... 8284
m r  M i n  r « n L
Amsterdam... 8598 Frankfurt........ ...s587 Seoul............. 8578
Bangkok ..... S723 Hong Kong........8615 Shanghai........ 8943
Beijing......... 8965 London.......... ...8438 Singapore...... S696
Bombay...... 8993 Manila............ ...8647 Taipei............ 8567
Delhi........... 8993 Osaka............ s586 Tokyo............ 8537
SOUTH PACIFIC ISLAND HOLIDAY—
RAROTONGA, COOK ISLANDS
Includes
•  R o und trip  A ir Fare F rom  S eattle
•  A ll T rans fe rs
•  Le i G ree ting
•  7  N igh ts  H ote l A ccom odations $ 7 9 9 per person based on double occupancy
721-7844 
1800 Russell
1-800-541-9217
TOPP TRAVEL 
WOODSIDE
728-0420 
802 Milton
1-800-332-3600
WOODSIDE TRAVEL MANAGEM ENT CORPORATION* 
first  +* b u s in e s s  travel
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Silkworm: more songs 
about ‘chicks and death’
By John Firehammer
Kalmln Entertainment Editor
It’s not easy for a band 
which specializes in writing 
songs about "ch icks and 
death" to get gigs in a town 
where the music scene Is 
dominated by bands which 
cover Top 40 and 60s music, 
according to Ben Koostra, 
drummer of Silkworm.
Bassist Tim Mldgett said the 
band's insistence on playing 
its own songs keeps it from 
performing as much as it 
would like, but Silkworm 
wants to do things Its own 
way.
“You could (play covers) for 
fun, but you’re not really say­
ing anything," Midgett said.
Midgett said it's unfortunate 
that bar owners won't take a 
risk and let alternative groups 
play their own music.
He said most garage bands 
break up soon after they've 
started because there's no­
where for them to perform.
Midgett, Koostra and guitar­
ist Joel Phelps, all UM stu­
dents, have been fighting the
battle for alternative music In 
Missoula for several years.
The three Missoula natives 
are all former members of Ein 
Heit, which provided the local 
scene with rock, dissonance 
and theater from 1983 to 
1987.
The new group shows no 
intention of giving up in the 
near future.
While they’re not getting as 
many gigs with their odes to 
the female sex and the great 
beyond as they would by 
playing old Rollings Stones 
songs, Silkworm Is doing o.k., 
Midgett said.
The band played Thursday 
night all-ages shows during 
the summer at Crickets, and 
will open for American Music 
Club, a San Francisco group, 
at the Top Hat on Election 
Day.
Koostra said the band has a 
hard tim e describ ing  its 
music, but “distorted R.E.M." 
comes pretty close.
On It's tape, Advantage, 
which is available at the 
group’s shows and local re­
cord stores, Silkworm uses 
traditional pop and rock styles 
and livens things up with 
fuzzy guitars and harmonies.
Koostra said most of the 
songs seem to dwell on girls 
and death because "they’re 
both pretty endlessly fascinat­
ing subjects.”
Phelps said romance and 
especially death "seem to 
make their presence known 
very strongly,”  when they 
enter a person’s life.
The group has a repertoire 
of about 40 songs, which in- 
clude songs Midgett and 
Phelps wrote individually and 
group compositions.
If Silkworm plays anyone 
else’s song during a show, it’s 
usually meant as a parody, 
Koostra said.
“ We may spontaneously 
erupt into ‘My Sharona,"’ he 
said.
The E lection Day show 
starts at 7:30 and is open to 
all ages. Admission Is $4.50.
MISSOULA BAND Silkworm members Ben Koostra, 
Joel Phelps and Eric Midgett (left to right).
Chicken II  
543=4015 
Special!
30 pc. Bucket of Chicken 
$21.40 Delivered!
Good through Election Day
(Nov. 4-Nov. 8)________
Go Griz
MONACO’S
R ES TM JM U N T  i  LOUNGE 
LUNCH, DINNERS, PIZZAS, A  COCKTAILS 
110 6  Broadway •  728-5553
We Deliver all item* on Menu 4: 30-9: 30 
($9.00 min. order)
H O U R S :
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-5 p.m. * Sat. 5 p.m.-lO p.m. 
Proprietors: Pea St Earl Monaco
ALL DAY SPECIALS
Mon.—Broasted Chicken
salad, fries, garlic toast 
$3.95
Tue.—6oz. Sirloin Steak San 
fries, & salad 
$4.50
W ed.—Spaghetti
garlic toast St salad 
$3.00
Thur.—10” Pizza 1-item 
2-4-1 your choice
|-------------C O U P O N ----------- -I
TWO 10” PIZZAS 
FOR THE 
PRICE OF ONE 
ONE ITEM, 
your choice
Coupon good Nov. 4-5,1988
I________________________
Coupon
AND NOW:
*Deli & Pizza 
E xp an de d V id e o s
Open 7 days until midnight 
Corner S. Higgins & E. Beckwith 
721-2679
$3oo off ANY Keg |
with this coupon
_______ Ejcpires_H/7/88
TEACHER’S
BONUS!
Commodore Amiga radically 
expands the art of the 
possible in personal 
computing with:
• 4,096 Colors
• Animation
• Advanced Video
• Stereo Sound
Purchase an Amiga 500 System 
(computer, monitor, external disk drive 
and 512K RAM expansion pack) and 
get the bonus. Call for details.
2 0 0 5  South 
Ave. W. 5 ECC3ND BVTE
7E1-6L6E
•1968 Commodore-Amiga inc. Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore Electronics Ltd 
Amiga is a registered trademark and the Amiga Logo a trademark ol Commodore-Amiga Inc. Otter 
good through 12/31/88. Allow 6-8 weeks tor delivery
Apply in person only 
9 a.m.-10 a.m . Daily 
No Experience Necessary
Ve need card dealers, card room 
upervisors, bartenders, cashiers, 
dishwashers.
l a k
CASINO
OPEN 24 HOURS
Where The Winners Play 
25 S . 3rd W est 721-489
A M IG A :
S O O
Only Amiga 
makes it possible.
Mon.-Fri. 10-6  
Sat. 10-5
STUDENTS
$tr«ssed-out?
A THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
will relax and rejuvenate you.
Through Ducumbur IS. 1988 you can 
rocoivo ■ 1 hour Thurapuutic mossaga 
for 20% off the regular 825.00 price
For moro information, or to aot op an 
appointmont call:
728-1600
Wsndy Fox, Certified MS. T. 
Acupuncturo Clinic of Msla.
715 W. Kensington, ndts No. 4
Go Grizl
Staff photo by Joff Downing
M i
GO
GRIZ!
Artist’s work takes
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a look at the world
By John Firehammer
Kalmin Entertainment Editor
There's a painting In 
Chuck HItner’s exhibit in 
the UM University Cen­
ter Gallery called “Sub­
stance Isn't Presidential."
Hitner, 45, said the 
work, created over the 
summer, is a commenta­
ry on this year’s crop of 
presidential candidates, 
who he fe e ls  have 
avoided real issues in 
their campaigns.
The painting shows a 
•nan's tuxedo spread out 
on the bed of a luxury 
suite and a woman's de­
signer nightgown draped 
ove r a c h a ir . The 
images look flashy, but 
don’t really reveal what 
the person wearing the 
clothing is really all 
about underneath.
But the presidency 
isn’t the only aspect of 
Am erican life  which 
seems to be more fluff 
than substance nowa­
days, Hitner said Wed­
nesday.
ARTIST CHUCK Hitner Imitates his art In the U.C. Gallery.
Staff photo by Joff Oorrtah
train an elephant so It 
could be moved into a 
children's petting zoo.
The elephant didn't get 
along with people very 
well so trainers ‘‘beat 
the hell out him so he 
could be put in a pet­
ting zoo, I think that's 
strange," Hitner said.
“The Sensible Gun,” a 
screen painting, Is also 
inspired by headlines, 
he said. H itner was 
moved by the story of 
Laurie Wasserman Dan 
who walked into an Illi­
nois elementary school 
last year with a gun and 
wounded five children 
and killed one.
The painting Includes 
an image of a handgun 
w ith a barre l which 
curves around and 
points at the person 
who's shooting It.
“ I always thought that 
a gun that came back 
and fired at you would 
be sen s ib le ," H itner 
said.
He said artists should start 
addressing some issues in 
their work as well as the poli­
ticians.
Hitner, who has been an art 
professor at the University of 
Arizona in Tucson for 16 
years, said he uses his art to 
examine "issues I'm con­
cerned about, as opposed to 
more metaphysical things.”
He said his art deals with 
four areas: fur, force, finance 
and food.
Fur has to do with animals 
and how they are treated by 
people, Hitner said.
"How people treat animals 
Is a good Indicator of how 
they treat each other.”
Force has to do with vio- 
ence and "whatever latest war 
we're into."
Finance explores economic 
problems faced by the poor, 
and is related to Food, which 
“ is a real big issue,” with the 
increase of poverty in Ameri­
ca, Hitner said.
The seven paintings on dis­
play in the U.C. Gallery reflect 
these four Interests, Hitner 
said. The works are made of 
acrylic paint on fiberglass 
screens, the sort of screens 
used in screen doors.
"I didn't like making paint­
ings like other people make 
paintings," Hitner said.
He said he wanted to use 
materials which were common 
to many people and came up 
with the Idea of painting on 
the screens. He has also 
done several shows of paint­
ings done on paper plates.
In his paintings, Hitner over­
lays two screens in positions 
so that they are not aligned. 
The folds and curves in the 
screens make different light 
patterns on the paintings 
when the lights in a gallery 
shine on them.
Hitner said the effect is 
called a “Moire pattern," and 
the light patterns on a paint­
ing change when a viewer 
moves his head back and 
forth while looking at the 
work.
Only one of the works, “Na­
ture School,” does not make 
use of the screen technique. 
The work was created by 
using magic markers to draw 
on seven clear sheets of hard 
plastic.
Hitner said "Nature School,”
We’re pulling 
Fall Quarter 
Textbooks
beginning
MON. NOV 7=
Bookstore
University C e n te r  
M isseu ie, M ontane 5 0 8 1 2
U o f M Cam pus 
(4 0 0 )2 4 2 -4 0 2 1
relates seven different exam­
ples of man’s relationship with 
nature.
One segment shows an ele­
phant being hit with a stick. 
Hitner said the segment was 
inspired by a zoo's attempt to
The exhibit, sponsored by 
the UM Art Departm ent, 
opened Oct. 31 and will run 
through Nov. 26. An artist’s 
reception will be held tonight 
at 7 in the gallery.
"" Copper —  
Commons
Escape H our *
3-4 pm Monday-Friday
N o w fe a tu r in g  3 0 0  q£f~t- 
a l l  Express© ite m s T * '
• Cappucino /  . 
Macchialto •/ /--''r;' 
Mocha-", . v ' . 'y  
Demitasse Expresso 
Viennese
plus
Our Delicious 
Gourmet Ice Cream
SUNDAES
Small, $ 1.00 
Large $ 1.55
CONES
'One 55 C 
Two $1.00
SHAKES
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. Large $1.75-.. ,
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Biological station studies Flathead basin
If humankind is In any way affecting 
the “quality of life” In the Flathead 
watershed, Jack Stanford, director of 
the UM Biological Station at Yellow 
Bay, and his crew are on the case. 
They also are in the process of find­
ing new species of critters and slime.
Stanford came to Missoula Thurs­
day to lecture on the factors affecting 
the 22,000 square kilometer Flathead 
basin.
"Clearly the food web Is In chaos,” 
he said.
In an Interview before the lecture, 
Stanford said the basin’s food web 
has been “ punched, gouged and 
pushed” since about 1910, and “just 
about everything that swims” has 
been in troduced. The kokanee 
salmon, lake trout, yellow perch and 
northern pike are all non-native spe­
cies, he said.
The mysis shrimp is the latest out­
sider to enter the Flathead basin, he 
said, eating up the zooplankton that 
used to mean dinner for the kokanee 
salmon. The number of kokanee has 
gone down because the salmon arc 
eating shrimp instead of zooplankton.
he said.
Stanford predicts the change also 
will cause a decrease in the lake 
trouts’ size and an increase in the 
number of the trout, which used to 
feed on the kokanee but have been 
forced to feed on the shrimp.
In the Yellow Bay Journal, Stanford 
says the kokanee “will likely hang on 
in small and wildly fluctuating num­
bers, but we will never again catch 
30 of them per hour.”
Another influence on the basin’s 
equilibrium, he said, is the Hungry 
Horse and Kerr Dams, which are af­
fecting the quantity and distribution of 
aquatic life through their unnatural 
control over the lake’s water level.
The water at the lake's deepest 
levels is what comes through the bot­
tom of the Hungry Horse, causing 
conditions much like those found in a 
cold mountain spring, he said, which 
limits the life to those able to survive 
under such conditions. He added that 
the number of stonefly species found 
beyond the dam has fallen from 38 
to six since the dam’s construction in 
1953.
Flathead Lake, one of the clearest 
lakes in a group of the world’s 300 
largest lakes, is growing murky as 
well, he said. The lake Is absorbing 
plant nutrients, mostly phosphorus 
and nitrogen, from things such as the 
air and sewage, he said.
Ashley Creek carries nutrients from 
the Kalispell sewage treatment plant 
into the lake, he said, providing food 
for various blue-green algae species. 
Smoke from wood burning and sew­
age are the biggest nutrient contribu­
tors, he said. Dust from roads, devel­
opment around the lake and agricul­
ture are other sources whose exact 
contribution to the problem can't be 
pinned down, he added.
A recent ban on phosphate deter­
gents in the area has decreased the 
lake’s phosphate level at a monthly 
rate of 25 percent, he said. Stanford 
said the blue-green algae bloomed 
lake-wide in 1983, but has not been 
that prevalent since.
Stanford uses algae as an ecologi­
cal indicator for subtle changes in the 
environment.
A new species discovered by him
and a colleague is the same as a 
previously unknown species that blan­
kets the bottom of Gyrfalcon Lake In 
Glacier Park and rests in a delicate 
balance with the environment. Stan­
ford said the algae has been there 
for many years, but the plant’s ten­
drils can be dated back only one or 
two years.
He said monitoring the species, 
which has greatly adapted to the cold 
mountain lake’s adverse conditions, 
can indicate such things as the 
greenhouse effect, acid rain and 
other human influences because of 
the algae's fragile relationship with 
the lake. Minimal changes in the en­
vironment will have drastic effects on 
the species, he added.
Other new species, one of stonefl- 
ies for example, have been found in 
an unseen food web that exists below 
ground around the Flathead River 
north of Kalispell.
Stanford and Roger Noble, of the 
Montana Bureau of Mines, discovered 
the new species while studying the 
area’s aquifer movement, according 
to an Associated Press article.
Wilderness veto may backfire, Democrats say
HELENA (AP) — Montana 
Democrats said Thursday that 
President Reagan's decision 
to pocket veto a sweeping 
state wilderness bill — the 
second such veto in his eight 
years in office — may backfi­
re into resentment against 
state Republican candidates.
But Republicans, who 
sought the veto, are looking 
to harvest votes from the ac­
tion, claiming credit for pro­
tecting scarce Montana jobs.
Reagan announced Wednes­
day he would not sign a bill
designating 1.43 million acres 
of roadless national forest 
land in Montana as wilder­
ness. It was only the second 
time Reagan has vetoed a 
state wilderness bill. He has 
signed more than 30.
The White House denied the 
decision was political. But 
word of the veto was released 
first, not by the White House, 
but by Conrad Burns, the 
GOP challenger to Sen. John 
Melcher, D-Mont., who spon­
sored the wilderness legisla­
tion.
Burns and the two other 
Republican candidates run­
ning for congressional seats 
in Montana, Jim Fenlason and 
Ron Marlenee, each asked 
Reagan to veto the measure, 
saying It would cost jobs by 
locking up too much land as 
wilderness and wilderness 
study areas, putting miners 
and loggers out of work.
Reagan offered the same 
explanation in his veto mes­
sage and also noted the bill 
designated almost twice the 
amount of wilderness recom-
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mended by the U.S. Forest 
Service.
But Democrats and environ­
mentalists said the move was 
political manipulation, pointing 
out that nearly all wilderness 
bills signed by Reagan have 
had more wilderness acreage 
than recommended by the
Forest Service.
The bill Reagan vetoed 
would have released about 
4.1 of 6 million acres for de­
velopment. Democrats say the 
land is needed to stabilize 
Montana’s mining and timber 
industries, which are recover­
ing from recession in the 
early 1980s.
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Soviets don’t have a preference
MOSCOW (AP) — The 
Soviets have a clear favorite 
in next week's U.S. presiden­
tial election. Unfortunately for 
them, his name Is Ronald 
Reagan, and the Constitution 
won’t let him run again.
As George Bush and Mi­
chael Dukakis make their last 
campaign swings before Tues­
day's election, Soviets are 
waxing nostalgic about the 
outgoing eight-year tenant in 
the White House who once 
called their country an “evil 
empire" and Joked about 
bombing It into oblivion.
"  They are also looking ahead 
to a Bush victory, although 
without apparent relish.
“To be quite frank, I can't 
say I've personally been 
carried away by the state­
ments of either Bush or Du­
kakis when they spoke of 
Soviet-American relations,” Ni­
kolai V. Shishlln, a spokes­
man for the Communist Party 
Central Committee, told a 
news briefing Thursday.
Weekend
Meetings
The Business Advisory Council end Ac­
counting Advisory Council end Accounting 
Advisory Boerd will have meetings from 6:30 
a m. until 4:30 a.m. Friday In Main Hall 205.
Artist Chuck Hitner. whose work is on dis­
play In the University Center Gallery, will 
have a reception In the UC Gallery Friday 
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The Board of Regents will hold an open 
forum at 3 p.m. Friday In the University Cen­
ter Montana Rooms.
Workshop
Cooperative Education Workshop — For­
eign student advisor Effle Koehn will hold a 
workshop on "Practical Training Opportuni­
ties for Foreign Students at the International 
House, 659 S. Fifth E.. at 3 p.m. Friday
“ S e lT
Serve
Typing
kinko's
the copy center
728-2679
521 South Higgins
wsafcdsys—7 am to 12 nidright 
WMkands—10 am to 10 pm
Reagan, once caricatured by 
the party daily Pravda as a 
missile-toting cowboy, now is 
portrayed as a reliable bar­
gaining partner who sat down 
with President Mikhail S. 
Gorbachev and negotiated a 
nuclear missile treaty and in­
stigated negotiations in Ge­
neva for a 50 percent cut in 
strategic arms.
But such expressions of re­
spect don't mean Soviet offi­
cials have fallen wholeheart­
edly for Reagan. Shishlin 
made a point of rejecting out­
right his most recent pro­
nouncement that the diplo­
matic warming between 
Moscow and Washington was 
due to the Reagan administra­
tion policy of negotiating 
“from a position of strength."
Kremlin watchers have been 
hard-put to find a preference 
in Soviet news accounts or 
official statements for either 
the Republican vice president 
or the Democratic Massachu­
setts governor.
InUrvlawt
Representatives from the American Grad­
uate School of International Management 
(Thunderbird) will be at the Career Services 
Office. Lodge Room 148, from 9 a.m. to 11: 
30 a.m. No appointment is necessary.
Auction
The Grizzly Get-Away Auction starts at 6: 
30 p.m. in the Holiday Inn Mlssoula-Parkslde 
on Friday. Proceeds benefit UM’s athletic de­
partment.
Eagle Watch
The Glacier Park Eagle Watch, an annual 
bus trip, is Saturday The trip costs $15. Call 
243-5172 for more information.
Kayaking
Open kayaking will be held from 7 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. in Grizzly Pool on Sunday.
“We prefer the winner,” For­
eign Ministry spokesman Gen­
nady I. Gerasimov said Thurs­
day when asked which candi­
date the Soviets wanted to 
see in the White House.
Gerasimov said the Soviets 
would like a prompt summit 
with the next president of the 
United States, whoever he 
may be.
Officials acknowledge their 
cautious non-partisanship is 
motivated by fears that show­
ing a preference for one man 
couid brand him "the Krem­
lin’s candidate" and doom his 
chances for election.
“ Rival candidates will al­
legedly take advantage of our 
kind words and try to dis­
credit the opponent who 'mer­
ited the praise' of the Soviet 
press," wrote commentator 
Melor Sturua. “Does anyone 
seriously believe that the 
Soviet press can make or 
break U.S. presidents? That 
is, to put it mildly, nonsense."
Poetry Reading
Poet Dara Wier will read from her works 
in Social Science Building Room 352 at 8 
p.m. Friday.
Sunday at Wesley
Helen Watkins, counseling psychologist, 
will speak on "Telling the Truth: Relation­
ships Are Hard Work” during the common 
meal, worship and program at 5:30 p.m. at 
Wesley House, 1327 Arthur Ave, on Sunday. 
The meal costs $1.
Pianist
Pianist Jeffrey Kahane will play at the 
Wilma Theater at 7:30 p.m. Sunday.
Sports
The Lady Griz volleyball team will play 
Weber State College at 7:30 p.m. Friday in 
the Adams Field House. They also will play 
Boise State University at 7:30 p.m. In the 
field house on Saturday.
The Grizzly football team will play Mon­
tana State University at 1 p.m. Saturday in 
the Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
Sturua’s article, published in 
the weekly Moscow News, 
blasted Soviet media for over­
ly cautious coverage of the 
U.S. race, and included this 
unusual endorsement: “ Per­
sonally, I prefer Dukakis, but I 
think Bush will win.”
In 1984, Tass condemned 
Reagan’s decision to run for 
re-election, saying his claim to 
have made the world safer 
was “an obvious lie."
The Soviets have just had 
their own presidential elec­
tions.
With practically no warning, 
the Supreme Soviet, or parlia­
ment, elected Gorbachev 
president on Oct. 1, naming 
him to replace the retiring 
chief of state, Andrei A. 
Gromyko.
The vote was 1,500-0 in 
Gorbachev’s favor, and the 
Communist Party chief never 
had to wear a funny hat or 
eat a blintz.
Clean up 
on Monday
Street sweeping and 
leaf pick up in the univer­
sity area will be Monday 
instead of Tuesday, the 
Missoula Department of 
Public Works has said.
The street sweeping 
was rescheduled because 
Election Day, a holiday, is 
Tuesday.
Parking will be prohib­
ited from South Fifth East 
to Beckwith Avenue and 
from Higgins Avenue to 
Arthur Avenue. Violators’ 
vehicles will be towed, 
and a towing charge will 
be assessed.
The
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Grizzlies recall big beating of Bobcats
By Dan Morgan
Kaimin Sports Reporter
When the Grizzlies went 
down to Bozeman last year 
on Halloween and thrashed 
the Bobcats 55-7, it was the 
biggest rout in the UM-MSU
rivalry in 83 years.
Montana’s players expect a 
much closer contest Saturday, 
but they still have fond mem­
ories of the blowout.
Before practice Thursday, 
some players and coaches
spoke about their dominant 
memory of last year’s game in 
Bozem an, and shared a 
thought or two about this 
weekend’s rematch.
Running back John Huestis, 
who scored two Halloween
MERCHANT DAY DRAWING WINNERS!
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First Meeting McGill 107
concentrate on the upcoming 
game.
“ They’re much improved,” 
Lee said of the Bobcats, who 
are tied for third in the Big 
Sky. "We’re gonna be in a 
dogfight with these guys.”
Renard Coleman was Mon­
tana's leading rusher against 
MSU, with 62 yards, and he 
currently leads the 1988 Griz­
z lies with 326 yards, He 
chuckled when he thought of 
the Halloween romp, and said 
that UM's strength that day 
was execution.
Coleman said that it doesn't 
really matter who Montana 
beats, as long as they make 
the playoffs. He said, “ It is a 
bigger deal for the fans than 
the players,”
M ike Rankin disagreed 
about the importance of beat­
ing Montana State. “ Both 
teams could be 0-8, and it 
would still be the biggest 
game of the season,” the line­
backer said.
But since the playoffs are a 
definite possibility for Satur­
day's winner, Rankin said that 
it is much bigger than usual. 
"We gotta have it to go where 
we want to go,” he added.
touchdowns, said the biggest 
thing about the win was “the 
fact that we beat ’em so bad. 
We thought it was going to be 
close, but we jumped on ’em 
early. It was incredible.”
Linebacker Clay Clausen re­
membered “ the feeling we 
had when we walked off the 
fie ld. To go In there and 
come out with such a win was 
definitely an accomplishment.”
Clausen said that this year's 
game is unusually important. 
"It’s important for the playoffs, 
but since it's Cat-Griz, it’s 
double,” He said.
Head coach Don Read re­
membered the team's out­
standing performance more 
than the score or the oppo­
nent. "The kids played well on 
all fronts. We were very satis­
fied, because it was such a 
complete game,” Read said.
Read is 2-0 against Mon­
tana State, and said that 
beating the Bobcats does 
more than help recruiting. "It 
involves things like state pride 
and alumni satisfaction,” he 
added.
Offensive coordinator 
Tommy Lee remembered the 
win as a "Big Game," but like 
most coaches, preferred to
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bid adds to Big GamePossible
By Mark Hofferber
Kaimin Sports Editor
The Big Sky Conference's 
leading rushing offense meets 
the leading rushing defense 
when Montana State invades 
Montana for the 86th annual 
Bobcat-Griz game.
In addition to all the usual 
factors such as state-wide 
bragging rights, recruiting and 
so on, th is year's game 
presents an added twist -a 
possible playoff bid looms on 
the horizon for the victor.
Only a half-game separates 
the two teams. Montana is In 
second-place with a 5-2 re­
cord and Montana is in third- 
place with a 4-2 mark.
A crowd of 15,000-plus is 
expected for the 1 p.m. game 
at Washington-Grizzly Stadium 
but those without tickets can 
see the game live on KECI- 
Channel 13.
In 1986, the Grizzlies stom­
ped MSU 59-28 and that 
marked the end of Dave Ar­
nold’s stint as Bobcat coach.
Last year, the Bobcats ush­
ered in Earle Solmonson as 
the new head coach and the 
Grizzlies greeted him with a 
55-7 win on MSU's home turf.
SOUNDS EASY* 
VIDEO STORES1529 So.Ave.W est 549-3279
EXPRESS 
YOUR 
OPINION 
WRITE 
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EDITOR
playoff
Things are different this 
year In Bobcat land. Montana 
State suffered a slow start, 
losing to national power Flor­
ida 69-0 and NAIA power 
Mesa College 41-7. But UM 
head coach Don Read said 
part of the blame can be put 
on the "murderous schedule” 
that MSU had.
The Bobcats' big turnaround 
came three weeks ago with a 
51-7 dismantling of Boise 
State. That was followed by a 
17-14 win over Nevada-Reno. 
Last week, Northern Arizona 
dropped the Bobcats 28-17. 
But In that game, MSU fum­
bled two times inside NAU's 
10-yard line after long drives 
in the second half.
“ To say the least, they 
(MSU) are vastly improved, 
"Read said. MSU is just com­
ing off steady improvement, 
Read added, and are playing 
“a heck of a lot better.”
The Bobcats are averaging 
215.4 rushing yards per game 
using the veer offense. Ac­
cording to Read, the veer Is a 
take-off of the Wishbone of­
fense. The veer uses two 
backs in the backfield instead 
of three and is designed to
hit the holes quicker. “ It’s a 
wider-striking option attack,” 
he said.
The strengths of the veer 
for the Bobcats are their 
quarterbacks, Read said. They 
are good-sized runners and 
they're almost like running 
backs, he said.
Sophomore Jon Tetrault will 
start at QB for MSU. Read 
said Tetrault, who has rushed 
for 335 yards and four touch­
downs, runs the veer offense 
very well for the Bobcats.
Another part of the Bobcat 
offense is their depth. Al­
though MSU leads the league 
in rushing offense, they don’t 
have one dominant back.
The top rushers for the 
Bobcats are sophomore full­
back Bob Wilkinson with 516 
yards, and junior tailbacks 
Mark Rhinehart with 253 
yards and freshman tailback 
Steve Haugeberg with 280 
yards. Read said MSU is a 
"tough team to defend be­
cause any one of those guys 
will hurt you."
Read said time of posses­
sion is the Bobcats' specialty. 
He said the Bobcats have 
controlled the ball more than
their opponents In almost 
every game, not counting 
Florida. “Sometimes that's two 
minutes or seven-eight or 
nine minutes,” Read said. It 
gives them more opportunities 
to score, better field position 
and it prevents the other 
team from scoring, he added.
Read said an added dimen­
sion UM will have to deal with 
is that MSU is throwing a little 
bit more with some success 
this season. “They didn't do 
that last season," he added.
On defense, the Bobcats will 
use a pursuit defense. “They 
(MSU) chase the ball as good 
or as better as anybody, ” 
Read said.
The key for the Grizzlies,
according to Read, is to have 
a healthy defense. The Grizzly 
defense has not been at full- 
strength recently and should 
be for the game. Rick Sul­
livan, Greg Nygren and Dan 
Edwards have all been nurs­
ing injuries and should be 
healthy.
Read said the Grizzlies must 
also "play consistent on all 
fronts." He said the team 
can't expect just the defense, 
offense or the kicking game 
to do it.
For any chance at postsea­
son play. Read said UM must 
win. “This is an absolute criti­
cal must win," he said, “and 
we've been in that situation 
for the past three weeks.”
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Nov. 6 "Telling the Truth -Relationships ere Herd Work"
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Foculty member, end recently retired pestor of St. Poufs United 
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Coed intramural championship tonight
By Dug Ellman
Sports Reporter
No matter how the Grizzlies 
fare In the Big Sky Confer­
ence, UM will still be the 
home of championship foot­
ball teams.
The semi-final game of the 
coed league was played last 
night. The Reservation Whlnos 
knocked off the SAE Lions 
and the Rebels eliminated the 
Miller Lites.
Tonight at 4 p.m. the Reb­
els and the Whlnos meet on 
the Clover Bowl for the cham­
pionship game.
Although each team stole 
their names from inner-city 
street gangs, they are fine- 
tuned football machines, and 
they will be ready to play to­
night. The losers will walk 
away with only bruises and 
their broken pride, but the 
members of the winning team 
will each be awarded with the 
coveted Intramural Coed Foot­
ball Champion T—Shirt.
Keith Glaes, Campus Rec 
director of student activities, 
said there were seven coed 
teams in the league this year. 
They play six-man, or more to 
the point, three man and 
three woman, football.
Glaes said the coed Intra­
mural football league started 
in 1972, and UM was the first 
university in the Northwest to 
have such a program.
He said there have always
been at least seven teams 
and sometimes as many as 
12 teams in the league. There 
have never been any major 
injuries, Glaes said, and he 
described the play as “ low 
key."
But Mike Kello, a senior in 
sociology, who was one of 
last night’s referees, said 
sometimes the competition 
gets pretty hot, and said 
some of the players take the 
game seriously.
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pm  Loet and Found ads are free.
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LOST OR FOUND
LOST: Orange skateboard "Exterminator" 
token from married student housing. Be­
longs to a very sad 8-year-old. Reward 
321 Bannack Ct 549-2489 24-2
LOST: Mauve winter parka possibly left In 
Science Complex or Zoology building. 
C a ll 7 2 1 -7 3 6 1 . 2 4 -2
LOST: If whoever took my bag Tuesday 
has a heart, can I just have my keys and 
checkbook back? No questions 549- 
3412. or leave at Kalmln office J 206 
25-2
FOUND: If you have lost a checkbook, 
check LA 101 Lost and Found 25-2
PERSONALS
Tired of trying to study In a mausoleum or 
In Grand Central Station? Check out the 
alternative study environment at 
Goldsm ith's Premium Ice Cream and 
Yogurt. Not only do we offer a wide as­
sortment of goodies, coffee, drinks, and 
teas, but also a unique atm osphere 
to...oh yeah, study. 809 E. Front St. 22-4
KYI-YO CLUB meeting Monday, Nov. 7, 
4:00 p.m. UC, Montana Rooms. 24-2
Organizational meeting-support group for 
students labelled mentally ill. Sunday, 
Nov 6. at 2 p.m. Call 543-7906 or 728-
0 9 5 0  fo r  a d d r e s s ________ 2 3 -3
Get Stung by the Reggae Beel Dance to 
the Killer Bees Friday Nov. 18th at the
U C ._______________ B a llr o o m  2 3 -3
The Killer Bees are coming! Friday. Nov. 
18th at the U.C. Ballroom 23-3
FUP OKTOBERFEST —Beer, sausages,
cider, polka, rock and roll — Sat Nov 5.
basement of Lukes’s Taveran. 4 p.m. to
1 30_____________________a m __ 2 3 -3
SHY GUY. new at university would like to 
meet female between ages of 24 and 40. 
for campanionship and just somebody to 
pal around with. My interests outdoors, 
jogg ing , sports as a spectator, long 
walks, long talks, quiet evenings and an 
occasional cold beer. If you are a special 
person, please send your name, address, 
your likes and some of your dislikes to. 
SHY GUY 1910 S. 5th W. No. D Missoula
59801__________23-5___________________
Dean of Students Open Forum. Parking— 
the Big Issue Thursday. November 10.
N o o n , UC L o u n g e ________ 2 5 -3
Pregnant? Need help? Free PG test. Confi­
dential Birthright 549-0406_________ 15-22
HELP WANTED
Applications being accepted in the Student 
Legislative Action: Lobbyist, Interns. As­
sistant Directors. Apply In U.C. 105 or 
call 243-2039 or 243-2451__________22-4
ATTENTION HIRINGI Government Jobs- 
your area. S17.840-S69.485 Call (602) 
8 3 8 -8 8 8 5  E x t. 4 0 6 6  2 2 -8
W hitehouse Nannies best families In 
Washington D C seeks individuals to 
provide exellent child care. Transporta­
tion paid. Immediate placement. Call 
549-1622 or write 108 Strand Street Mis­
s o u la .  M o n ta n a  59801  . 25 -1
Thinking of taking some time off from 
school? We need MOTHER'S HELPERS. 
Household duties and childcare. Live in 
exc iting  NEW YORK CITY Suburbs. 
Room, board, and salary Included. 203- 
6 2 2 -4 9 5  9 1 5 -2 7 3 -1 6 2 6 .  25-1
Thinking of taking some time off from 
school? We need MOTHER S HELPERS. 
Household duties and childcare Live In 
exciting NEW YORK CITY Suburbs 
Room, board, and salary Included. 203- 
6 2 2 -4 9 5  9 1 5 -2 7 3 -1 6 2 6  25 -1
Alaska now hiring. Logging, construction, 
fishing, nurses, teachers, etc. Excellent 
pay. For more Information, call 206-748-
7 5 4 4  e x t .  A - 3 9 8.__________2 4 -3
MT Centennial Cntr and Vietnam Memorial 
Committee need 10 fundraisers Immedi­
ately. willing to earn $4 to $8/hr Sales- 
/Fundraising exp. helpful. 20-25hrs/wk 
required. Flexible scheduling 721-6009 9- 
5 _______________________________2 4 -4
TELEPHONE ADVERTISERS NEEDED No 
sales involved, hours open, good pay. 
Apply In person. 125 South Ave. West.
_______ 24-2____________________________
Walter Wanted-Approxlmately 18 hours per 
week. Must be neat and clean. Must 
apply in person at Curley's Tavern. 2915 
B ro o k s  S t re e t .  2 3 -3
EARN EXTRA $. POSSIBLE CREDIT Fair 
Housing Project needs help, especially 
minorities. CALL 7 2 1 -3000 ask for Rm 
15. 23-3
SERVICES
PICTURE FRAMING The Mad Matter offers 
custom picture fram ing at reasonable 
p r ic e s .  C a ll 721 -01  72 . 2 5 -2
New! Japanese printmaking 
papers in the U C. Bookstore 
Art Department.
25-1
TYPING
FAST ACCURATE VERNA BROWN 543- 
3782______  12-37
Editing, word processing. Resumes to dis­
sertations. Highly recommended. Lynn 
549-8074 1-37
Shamrock Secretarial Services 
Let our fingers do your typing. 251-3828
o r_______________ 2 5 1 -3 9 0 4  1 2 -1 0 0
Quality word processing.
Papers, reports, manuscripts, theses, 
correspondence. Call Kerri 721-6006 8 
a.m -5 p.m. Legal documents are a 
specialty 22-8
Univ. Sec. Typing. Reasonable. After 4:30
549-8604 22-10_________
Word Processing, editing. Complete ser­
vices for manuscripts, theses, resumes, 
correspondence. The Text Professionals
728-7337 25-10_________
Accurate, efficient word processing/typing. 
reasonable rates: Carol Junkert 549-1051 
17-21____________________________
17-3
RELIABLE WORD PROCESSING: 
Theses. Reports. Pen/lnk Drafting. LeRoy 
Lettering. FREE PICKUP/DELIVERY 
Sharon 728-6784.
19-6
TYPING: PROFESSIONAL QUALITY. 
QUICK. CALL RICK 728-3458 GUY FRI­
DAY TYPING SERVICE_________________
21-4 .W ord Processing. Editing, resumes 
Ellen Findley 549-6737 
We have Movedl!
ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Female roommate to share large house. 
C a ll J o a n  5 4 9 -8 6 6 8  2 5 -4
FOR SALE
2 Health Club memberships $50 O.B.O. 
Call 542-1707 or 728-8109 and leave a
message._________________________ 22-6
FOR SALE! 1977 CHEVY CONCOURS 4 
d r .,  6 C yl. 90000 m i. ru n s  g o o d . 
$750/offer. Call Peter 243-6374. M-F 20-8 
One-way ticket. Missoula to Madison, Wl 
VIA Minneapolis. December 12. 4150.00 
C a ll 7 7 7 -5 6 7 2  R ic k .  2 0 -7
GOVERNMENT SEIZED: Vehicles from 
$100 F o rd s . M e rc e d e s . C o rv e tte s . 
Chevys Surplus buyers guide 1-800- 
6 8 7 -6 0 0 0  E x t S 8 3 3 9  2 0 -8
Sm. carpet remmants up to 60% off. Car­
pet samples 25c and $1.00 Gerhardt 
F lo o rs  1 358  W B ro a d w a y  1 -25  
For Sale 1983 Toyota. 40 mpg. excellent 
maintance. reliable winter car. Call late
e v e n in g s  7 2 8 -2 8 2 3 .______ 1 9 -1 0
Please your Honey! Buy tickets to the Killer 
Bee Dance Explosion Friday Nov. 18th at 
th e  U .C  B a llr o o m .  2 3 -3
Griz Cat Res Tickets 243-1396_______ 25-1
NEW ORLEANS for Christmas vacation! 
Economy Round-Trip ticket. Call273-
6368__________ 25-8___________________
BEL Express Radar—Detector $125 Sony 
D-T3 Portable AM/FM/CD Player $225
Call 549-5693. ASK FOR KEN.______ 25-3
Round Trip Ticket to St. Louis Dec. 15 Dec 
30 $ 2 6 4 .0 0  7 2 8 -5 4 0 9 . 2 5 -3
FOR RENT
Studio Apartments $125 107 S. 3rd. Office: 
a p a r tm e n t  N o . 36 1 1 -2 .  2 5 -1  1
MISCELLANEOUS
Letrasol markers on sale 
In the U.C. Bookstoro Art Department 
$1.00 each.
25-1
WANTED TO BUY
CELLO in good condition wanted for adult 
b e g in n e r  C a ll 7 2 8 -4 4 3 9  25 -1
Yeah we're dingers! We missed out on the 
Griz-Cat ticket sale! We will pay top dol- 
ler for your ticket since we're so dumb! 
Call 549-1706 before 5:00 ask for Don or 
273-0592 and ask for Steve after 5:00.
24-2
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Montana will promote Yellowstone Park
BOZEMAN (AP) — Montana will not 
become involved in the debate on 
forest fire policy but instead will 
focus its attention on promoting Yel­
lowstone National Park, the anchor 
for tourism in the region, state tour­
ism officials say.
“Our mission over the next several 
months is simple — to change, elimi­
nate the misconception that Yellow­
stone is in ashes,” said James McC- 
aleb, vice president for operations of 
TW Services, the major concession­
aire at the park.
A $500,000 exhibition on the fires 
and their aftermath will be installed at 
Grant Village. A similar traveling ex­
hibit is also planned, as well as a 
supplemental fire program for the Ex­
pedition Yellowstone environmental
education program.
A comprehensive handbook on var­
ious aspects of fire is being pre­
pared, self-guided tours will be avail­
able along various trails, and the Na­
tional Park Service is producing two 
videotapes on the summer fires and 
the park's recovery. Exhibitions on 
the "New Yellowstone" also are 
planned at national and international 
trade shows.
The park service plans to rehabili­
tate visitor use and backcountry 
areas, provide marketing assistance 
to surrounding communities whose 
economies were affected by the fires, 
and monitor and research the fires’ 
impacts.
In addition, donations will be used
to develop a children’s trail.
Montana and Wyoming have com­
mitted $240,000 to promote the park 
and have requested $3 million from 
the federal government to help fund 
the campaign.
"Quite frankly, what we are dealing 
with is the aftermath of a catastro­
phe,” said park management assis­
tant Steve lobst at a public forum in 
Bozeman Wednesday night.
John Wilson, director of the Mon­
tana Promotion Division, said visita­
tion to the park has already dropped 
by 500,000.
But only about 440,000 acres ac­
tually burned of the 1.2 million acres 
within fire perimeters, and the spec­
tacular, intense burns affected only 
22,000 acres, he said. Other fires
crept along the ground or through 
meadows that will revegetate by next 
summer.
Tourism officials also noted that the 
park’s 10,000 thermal features and 
other park attractions remain Intact. 
Wildlife loss was minimal, and major 
visitor facilities were undamaged.
“Yellowstone Park is the anchor for 
tourism for the whole region,” Wilson 
said.
A half million of the park’s 2.5 mil­
lion annual visitors enter the park 
through one of the three gates in 
Montana, Wilson said.
"It’s clear to me it is not business 
as usual — we have to be pro-active. 
We have a challenge like we have 
never had before," he said.
CUFS
Continued from page 1.
The quantifiab le  cost 
overrun for CUFS since 
1987 is $138,300 in con­
sulting fees, according to 
Weisenburger.
That doesn’t include the 
late payment fees tacked 
onto UM utility and tele­
phone bills for June, July 
and August of 1987 when 
the bills went unpaid due 
to CUFS' out-of-date ac­
counting.
It doesn’t include hidden
costs over budget such as 
the extra time secretaries 
have spent keeping re­
cords on CUFS as well as 
in their own books.
It also doesn’t include 
wages for additional staff 
in the Controller’s Office to 
deal with the backlog of 
work partly caused by the 
delays in getting CUFS 
working.
Weisenburger said CUFS’ 
slow accounting is a prob­
lem in the Controller’s Of­
fice.
The problem with CUFS’
out-of-date statements is a 
combination of too few 
employees to process all 
the entries into CUFS and 
delays in getting it working 
properly, Rosemary Keller, 
acting controller, said.
A cco u n ts  payab le  is 
where the Controller’s Of­
fice has a problem, she 
said.
Anytime an item or ser­
vice is purchased and 
there is a delay in pay­
ment, an account payable 
is created. Nearly all u n i-. 
versity budgets, whether
for the entire campus, a 
department or a faculty 
member doing research, 
includes accounts payable, 
Keller said.
Without up-to-date ac­
co u n ts  paya b le  CUFS 
users’ statements won't be 
current.
UM departments are stiil 
waiting for their end-of-the- 
year statements for the 
year ending last June 30. 
Departments have always 
received those statements 
by September at the latest, 
Karen Kaley, a secretary at
the School of Journalism, 
said.
Campus personnel 
shou ld  be able to get 
training for using CUFS 
w i t h i n  the  nex t  two 
months, W eisenburger 
said.
Kaimin
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